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Abstract—The primary concern of a bio-surveillance
system is to analyze and interpret data as they are collected
and then decide whether further investigation is required.
Decision makers need to know whether the data in the
current test interval are sufficiently different from expected
counts to cause an alert. Despite the fact that a number
of detection methods have been proposed, we notice in the
literature the users of current systems can still experience
extremely high false alarm rate. We propose a novel mea-
sure that takes into account both anomaly magnitude and
anomaly frequencies for bio-surveillance, and experimental
results show that the proposed measure performs better
than conventional measures for bio-surveillance.
Keywords: Bio-surveillance, Harmonic Regression,
Fourier Transformation, Control Chart, Over-the-
Counter Drug Sales.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, algorithms for bio-surveillance have
been drawn from a variety of fields including epi-
demiology [19], [23], signal processing [16], [22], data
mining [38], and statistical process control [2], [18],
[19], [24], [25], [30], [34], [35], [37]. Developers of
these algorithms have sought to flag anomalies based
on purely temporal behavior, space-time interaction, and
unusual distributions of covariates such as an unexpected
number of respiratory problems among a specific target
group.

The primary purpose of a bio-surveillance system is to
analyze and interpret data as they are collected and then
decide whether further investigation is required [4]. Two
statistical concerns are fundamental to surveillance: a)
determining a reasonable definition of normal behavior;
b) being vigilant for deviations from this normalcy [20],
[26], [35]. Decision makers need to know whether the
data in the current test interval are sufficiently different
from expected counts to cause an alert.

The overall alert trigger is thus dependent on the
comparison of test data based on current observations
and their statistical expectations based on recent obser-
vations. Test data may simply be the latest elements in
a single time series, or they may be a set of recent

observations from disparate sources spread over the
surveillance region.

In general, two types of approaches are adopted [5]–
[7], [17], [32], [35]. One approach is to directly model
explainable effects, such as day-of-week, seasonality,
and autocorrelation, thereby generating residual series
that are approximately iid normal, and it is know as
direct modeling. Another approach is to remove explain-
able patterns to achieve i.i.d. normal residual series, and
it is known as data-driven modeling. Both approaches
need to generate their statistical expectations with some
elaboration. Direct modeling usually concerns about
regression alike methods, then control charts such as
Shewhart I-charts can be applied to regression residuals
[8], [10], [11]. Data-driven modeling, in contrast, does
not seek to model explainable effects [3], [5], [6], [21],
[27], [29], [36]. It assumes a baseline can be inferred
from time series observations, and these observations
contain explainable patterns that can be removed directly.
Thus, one may use some methods to estimate a baseline,
then subtract the baseline away from observations and
then apply control charts. Methods such as Moving Av-
erage (MA), Cumulative Sum (CuSum), Exponentially
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA), and so on belong
to this type of approach [3], [5], [6], [13], [33].

Due to privacy concerns, it is not always feasible to
obtain all information necessary to do direct modeling.
Hence, data-driven approach becomes more appealing
with regard to data availability. Although a number of
measures have been proposed [3], [5], [6], [12], [13],
[21], [25], [27], [29], [33], [36], [38], [39], we notice
in the literature the users of current systems can still
experience extremely high false alarm rate [1], [15].
Since the number of days with outbreak is in general
lower than that without outbreak, it may not make much
sense only to compare the overall error rate. A system
can simply classify all days as non-outbreak and achieve
a low overall error rate. An adequate bio-surveillance
system should strive to achieve both low false negative
and low false positive rates.

With this in mind, we propose a novel measure for
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anomaly detection for bio-surveillance system. The mea-
sure is to quantify both the magnitude and the frequency
of anomaly signals over a baseline. We carried out exper-
iments on over-the-counter (OTC) drug sales data, and
experimental results showed that the proposed measure
performs better than other conventional measures.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The problem and conventional bio-surveillance measures
are presented in the next section, followed by a presenta-
tion of the proposed method. The experimental protocol
and results are then summarized, concluding the paper
with discussions and perspectives.

II. DATA STREAM ANOMALY MEASURES FOR
BIO-SURVEILLANCE PROBLEM

A. Problem Statement

The goal of a bio-surveillance system is to analyze
and interpret data as they are collected and then decide
whether further investigation is required [4]. Decision
makers need to know whether the data in the current test
interval are sufficiently different from expected counts to
cause an alert.

Due to privacy concerns, it is not always feasible to
obtain all information necessary to do direct modeling.
For a biosurveillance system, time series data are usually
provided as inputs. Hence, in many cases the system can
only procure one or several simple data streams as:

xt, xt−1, · · · , x0 (1)

where xt is the data point x of time series at the
time t. The x may depict feature observations such
as Emergency Department (ED) visits, the number of
diagnosis of certain diseases, the over-the-counter (OTC)
drug sales, school absenteeism, etc.

In most cases, observed raw data streams contain
much noise and require further processing [9], [14], [28].
Data stream anomaly measures are thus to transform raw
data stream into clear signals so that detection algorithm
can easily identify anomalies in transformed data [12],
[25], [33], [38], [39]. The measure is based on all past
observations of a given time point t:

x̂t = g(xt, · · · , xt−i) (2)

where g(·) can be a bio-surveillance measure.
Since the purpose of a bio-surveillance system is thus

to make a decision on whether to raise an alarm based on
all past observations at any given time point t, a threshold
θ can be set to make an alarm decision y(t):

y(t) = 1, if x̂t > θ (3)

Using a control chart, the threshold θ is usually the
mean of bio-surveillance measure plus a proportion of

its standard deviation:

θ = µ(x̂) + z · σ(x̂) (4)

where µ is a mean function, and σ is a standard deviation
function.

The problem is to find adequate bio-surveillance mea-
sure g(·) and correspondent threshold parameter z.

Before we demonstrate the problems of high false
positive and false negative rates in bio-surveillance, we
introduce some mos popular measures used in the field
in the next section.

B. Traditional Measures for Bio-surveillance

A number of measures for bio-surveillance has been
proposed and used by current bio-surveillance systems.
Here we only introduce the frequent used ones for
bio-surveillance system using simple time data stream.
Generally, and observation window of a size p is applied
to the current data point, such that the measure can
capture recent changes in monitored features. In general,
we can use one week window, p = 7, or we can use a
one month window, p = 28. In most cases a one-week
window is implemented.

We introduce some most used bio-surveillance mea-
sures below:

1) Weekly moving average:

µt,7 =

∑3
m=−3 xt−m

7
(5)

2) C1
C1 applies the standard deviation in a way similar
to the Z-value [5]–[7], [13].

C1
t =

xt − µt,p

σt,p
(6)

where µt,p is the mean of past p observations, and
σt,p is the standard deviation based on the past p
observations.

µt,p =
1

p

t−p∑
j=t−1

xi,j (7)

σt,p =

√√√√ 1

p− 1

t−p∑
j=t−1

xi,j − µt,p (8)

The C1 signal an alarm at time t if it exceeds an
threshold h.

3) C2
The C2 is similar to C1 but incorporates a two day
lag in the mean and standard deviation calculations
[5]–[7], [13].

C2
t =

xt − µt,p−2

σt,p−2
(9)
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where µt,p−2 is the mean of past p + 2 observa-
tions, and σt,p−2 is the standard deviation based
on the past p+2 observations, ignoring the recent
two days.

µt,p−2 =
1

p

t−p−2∑
j=t−3

xj (10)

σt,p−2 =

√√√√ 1

p− 1

t−p−2∑
j=t−3

xj − µt,p−2 (11)

The C2 signal an alarm at time t if it exceeds an
threshold h.

4) C3
The C3 uses C2 statistics from the previous two
days, but in a way that only takes into account
one-side effects [5]–[7], [13].

C3
t =

t−2∑
i=t

max{0, C2i − 1} (12)

5) CuSum
CuSum is the representative method under this
assumption [13], [35].

CuSumt = max{0, xt+CuSumt−1−µø−
σ+

2
}

(13)
where µø is the mean of observations without
disease outbreaks, and σ+ is the additional mea-
surement to be observed if there is a disease
outbreaks.
Due to the fact that CuSum needs inputs that
explicitly specifies observations with outbreaks
and those without outbreaks, it may not be the
ideal measure for bio-surveillance when explicit
outbreak lables are not always available.

6) G-Surveillance
G-surveillance is also designed to detect an abrupt
increase on measurement in a given period [36]:

Gt = µt,p ln(
µt,p

Ep(µ)
)− (µt,p − Ep(µ)) (14)

where Ep(µ) is the expected average number of
events in a window of p days ending at time t,
and it needs to be estimated with historical data.

We shall also mention that it is also feasible to forecast
exactly the values of those ups and downs by using
regression with all relevant factors, so any irregularities
can be spotted quickly. Hence, data regression means
to forecast current or future observations using past
observation data and knowledge on relevant factors such
as day-of-week, seasonality, etc. From the past obser-
vations, the contribution of each relevant factor can be
modeled clearly, such that current or future observations
can be forecast using modeled contribution of each

factor. The difference between forecast observation and
true observation should indicate the effect of an outbreak.
Nevertheless, regression requires a number of factors,
and not all these factors may be available in data streams
provided, especially when privacy issues are concerned.
For this reason we only consider temporal data stream
measures in this paper.

III. PROPOSED MEASURES

The proposed measure is to combine both magnitude
and frequency features for bio-surveillance.

Given a time series data xt, xt−1, · · · , x0, first a
moving average operation is carried out with 2p̂ + 1-
days window:

µj,2p̂+1 =

∑p̂
m=−p̂ xj−m

p̂
, t− p̂ ≥ j ≥ p̂ (15)

The reason to calculate moving average is that ob-
served features may have large daily fluctuations due
to specific holidays, weather conditions, or other social,
economical and political events. The information on
these events are usually not available in data, and the
presence of these factors may be unpredictable. There
is practically no means to remove these effects without
information, but some operators such as Moving Average
can smooth out these fluctuations.

Once daily moving average of observed feature is
obtained, a Harmonic Regression is then applied to
moving average to simulate the cyclical trends. We use
the most important six frequencies to make sure that
weekly, monthly, seasonal, and yearly trends may all be
taken into account.

fj =
1

2
a0 +

6∑
i=1

ai cos 2πωij +

6∑
i=1

bi sin 2πωij (16)

The coefficients ai and bi can be obtained in the follow-
ing way:

ai =
2

N

N∑
j=1

xj · cos(2πωij) (17)

bi =
2

N

N∑
j=1

xj · sin(2πωij) (18)

The frequencies can be found by using Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT).

The motivation is carry out a Harmonic Regression
is to obtain a baseline for daily observations. In fact,
a linear regression model may be more pertinent if
a system can obtain all information necessary on all
relevant factors. However, since this is not the case in
bio-surveillance, a Harmonic Regression is implemented
to simulate cyclical trends and to construct a baseline.
The baseline is critical, because it indirectly determines
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normal behaviors of observation series, and thus influ-
ences anomaly detection.

We then calculate the one-side difference between
daily moving average and Fourier Series derived by Har-
monic Regression, which we refer as simple magnitude
measure dj :

dj = max{0, µj,2p̂+1 − fj}, t− p̂ ≥ j ≥ p̂ (19)

Only one-side difference is relevant, because in bio-
surveillance we only monitor abnormally large obser-
vations, and abnormally small observations do not need
to raise any concerns. The simple magnitude measure
dj is thus itself a measure for bio-surveillance anomaly
detection.

Up to now we only consider the magnitude of differ-
ence between observation and its Harmonic Regression.
However, we can further consider the frequency of oc-
currence of observations that have magnitude difference
larger than a threshold θ(dj).

d̂j = max{0, dj − θ(dj)} (20)

Again, the threshold θ(dt) is composed of a mean and
a proportion of standard deviation. We can write:

d̂j = max{0, dj − µ(dj) + z · σ(dj)} (21)

We then apply a window with size 2q̂+1 to calculate
compound frequency measure νj :

νj =

j+q̂∑
j−q̂

d̂j (22)

The compound frequency measure νj can serve as a mea-
sure for bio-surveillance anomaly detection. However,
because νj takes into account both frequency and mag-
nitude perspectives, it would perform rather differently
than the measure dj .

The Figure 1 gives an example on the proposed
measures and transformation of original signals. As we
can see that the proposed measures may reveal certain
outbreak signals that are not apparent on raw time series
data streams.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To understand better advantages and disadvantages of
various time series data anomaly detection schemes, we
carried out some experiments on bio-surveillance.

A. Experimental Protocols

We used datasets extracted from 2008 ISDS Technical
Contest on Outbreak Detection using Univariate Time
Series provided by the International Society for Disease
Surveillance (ISDS) [31]. The datasets contain aggre-
gated over-the-counter (OTC) anti-diarrheal and anti-
nauseant sales. The data were mainly obtained from a

three-year historical dataset in each data type from Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, Canada with a population size just over
700,000. The original datasets are separated into training
data and test data. However, because only training data
are labeled, currently we use only ”training data” for
our experiments. OTC data are of great interest in bio-
surveillance because a large proportion of population
would purchase OTC drugs before seeking professional
diagnosis [16]. Thus, OTC data have some advantages
over Emergency Department (ED) visits data with regard
to an early alert.

The datasets contain 30 scenarios, i.e., 30 time series
data are tested, and each scenario will contain five years
of daily counts starting from Jan 1, 2101 and ending on
Dec 31, 2105, i.e., each time series contains 1826 days
of data. There will be exactly one outbreak injected in
each scenario with no outbreaks in the year 2101. The
outbreak duration varies in each scenario, but in general
lasts between 50 - 100 days. Note that the proportion
of days with outbreak is significantly lower than days
without outbreak. Hence, it may not be completely fair
to compare the overall error rate, because a system can
simply classify all days as non-outbreak and achieve a
low overall error rate. In order to evaluate performances
of bio-surveillance measures,we shall compare both false
negative and false positive rates.

In the following experiments, the data are captured
with a 7-days sliding window, i.e., p = 7. Six conven-
tional bio-surveillance measures are being implemented
and evaluated: moving average, C1, C2, C3, CuSum and
G-surveillance.

For both proposed measures dj and νj , moving aver-
age calculation for dj uses a 15-days window, i.e., p̂ = 7,
whereas νj uses a 15-days frequency window as well,
i.e., q̂ = 7.

B. Conventional Bio-surveillance with Control Chart

We carried out control chart testing on all bio-
surveillance measures in order to establish a baseline
system. For control chart testing, we calculated the
mean and the standard deviation of all bio-surveillance
measures in a time series, and an alert will be issued
only an observation is greater than the sum of the mean
plus a fixed proportion z of standard deviation. We tested
three different cases: z = 0, z = 1, and z = 2.

Tables I, II, and II show results for traditional bio-
surveillance measures. For OTC data, so far Moving
Average has the lowest false negative rate with zero-
sigma rule, but also the highest false positive rate, as high
as 42.40%. Other data detection measures, however, have
difficulties to detect any outbreaks. CuSum may still be
one of the best outbreak detection measures with zero-
sigma rule, with almost 31.70% of false negative rate
and 36.79% false positive rate. However, both Moving
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Table I
CONTROL CHART METHOD ON OTC DATA WITH ZERO-SIGMA

RULE. M.A. DENOTES FOR MOVING AVERAGE. BEST
PERFORMANCES AMONG ALL TRADITIONAL MEASURES AND

SIGMA SETTINGS ARE SHOWN IN BOLD.

Measure Overall False False
Error Negative Positive

M. A. 41.89(1.53)% 25.35(18.41)% 42.40(1.06)%
C1 56.14(0.25)% 44.10(4.43)% 56.51(0.14)%
C2 55.64(0.28)% 45.12(4.32)% 55.96(0.18)%
C3 47.23(0.30)% 51.03(5.33)% 47.12(0.16)%

CuSum 36.66(8.61)% 31.70(34.43)% 36.79(8.56)%
G-surv. 30.82(1.93)% 49.47(19.44)% 30.25(1.49)%

Table II
CONTROL CHART METHOD ON OTC DATA WITH ONE-SIGMA RULE.

M.A. DENOTES FOR MOVING AVERAGE.

Measure Overall False False
Error Negative Positive

M. A. 16.49(1.77)% 52.58(22.21)% 15.39(1.24)%
C1 16.93(0.27)% 85.27(2.68)% 14.84(0.07)%
C2 17.19(0.30)% 84.87(3.14)% 15.12(0.09)%
C3 20.72(0.34)% 81.21(4.28)% 18.87(0.13)%

CuSum 19.95(4.36)% 53.35(41.39)% 18.89(3.85)%
G-surv. 12.03(2.04)% 70.22(18.56)% 10.27(1.70)%

Average and CuSum exhibit a large standard deviation
in false negative rate. This indicates that there is a
high chance that these measures would completely miss
outbreak signals, which is not ideal for a bio-surveillance
system.

C. Proposed Bio-surveillance Measures with Control
Chart

Both simple magnitude measure dj and compound
frequency measure νj have better performances than
tested traditional bio-surveillance measures.

For simple magnitude measure dj , Magnitude Sigma
z = 0 can achieve the best performances, with false
positive and false negative rate around 33.83% and
35.54%. Moreover, we notice that standard deviation of
performances achieved by simple magnitude measure dj

Table III
CONTROL CHART METHOD ON OTC DATA WITH TWO-SIGMA RULE.

M.A. DENOTES FOR MOVING AVERAGE.

Measure Overall False False
Error Negative Positive

M. A. 5.59(0.91)% 80.35(17.80)% 3.32(0.42)%
C1 3.74(0.35)% 99.01(1.98)% 0.82(0.05)%
C2 3.91(0.35)% 99.18(1.12)% 0.99(0.03)%
C3 5.06(0.36)% 97.87(2.06)% 2.21(0.07)%

CuSum 5.55(2.17)% 79.00(27.40)% 3.31(2.03)%
G-surv. 6.20(1.22)% 81.99(16.09)% 3.89(0.85)%

(a) Original observations.

(b) Moving average

(c) Harmonic Regression

(d) Simple magnitude measure dj

(e) Compound frequency measure νj

Figure 1. Examples of proposed measures: a) Observed time se-
ries data stream; b) Moving average operation smoothed out some
fluctuations; c) Harmonic Regression provided a baseline; d) Simple
magnitude measure dj is calculated as one-side difference between
(b) and (c); e) Compound frequency measure νj is derived from dj
with Magnitude Sigma z = 2. Note that the true outbreak days are
from day 593 to day 652, which may not be distinguishable with only
visualization on raw data (a).
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Table IV
CONTROL CHART METHOD ON OTC DATA WITH SIMPLE

MAGNITUDE MEASURE dj BASED ON ONE-DIRECTIONAL FOURIER
SERIES DERIVED BY HARMONIC REGRESSION. M.S. DENOTES FOR
MAGNITUDE SIGMA. BEST PERFORMANCES ARE SHOWN IN BOLD.

M.S. Overall False False
Error Negative Positive

0 33.88(1.28)% 35.54(10.38)% 33.83(1.14)%
1 13.53(1.97)% 52.39(10.36)% 12.34(1.86)%
2 4.52(0.94)% 67.15(12.74)% 2.61(0.72)%

Table V
CONTROL CHART METHOD ON OTC DATA WITH COMPOUND

FREQUENCY MEASURE νj BASED ON ONE-DIRECTIONAL
HARMONIC REGRESSION. M.S. DENOTES FOR MAGNITUDE
SIGMA, AND F. S. DENOTES FOR FREQUENCY SIGMA. BEST

PERFORMANCES ARE SHOWN IN BOLD.

M.S. Overall False False
/ F.S. Error Negative Positive
0 / 0 43.90(1.87)% 20.68(11.41)% 44.60(1.87)%
0 / 1 16.13(1.40)% 44.09(14.20)% 15.28(1.24)%
0 / 2 4.44(0.86)% 69.84(14.38)% 2.45(0.71)%
1 / 0 33.14(3.15)% 22.32(9.65)% 33.47(3.21)%
1 / 1 15.53(1.93)% 39.48(13.76)% 14.80(1.88)%
1 / 2 5.84(1.34)% 57.15(14.14)% 4.27(1.15)%
2 / 0 14.97(4.17)% 35.48(11.41)% 14.32(4.18)%
2 / 1 8.81(2.80)% 44.69(11.84)% 7.71(2.72)%
2 / 2 4.77(1.66)% 53.52(12.83)% 3.27(1.46)%

is far lower than those achieved by either CuSum or
Moving Average (Table IV).

For compound frequency measure νj , Magnitude
Sigma z = 1 and Frequency Sigma z = 0 can achieve
the best performance, with 22.32% of false negative rate
and 33.47% false positive rate. Again, the standard devi-
ation of performances achieved by compound frequency
measure νj is considerably lower than those achieved
by traditional bio-surveillance measures. This may bring
more robustness and stability in bio-surveillance system
(Table V).

V. DISCUSSION

Syndromic Surveillance systems designed for syn-
dromic surveillance often must be able to monitor time
series data stream without detailed information on all
relevant factors. The main goal is to establish an early
warning system that can identify any significant anoma-
lies but does not cause excess false alarms. Hence, both
false negative rate and false positive rate must be low.

However, pure time series data stream represents a
challenge for bio-surveillance. First, time series data
stream is constantly under influenced of several effects -
day-of-the-week, monthly, seasonal, and yearly trends, as
well as unpredictable weather conditions and other social
and political events. It is not feasible to have a complete
list of all factors and take them all into account. Second,

the baseline is difficult to establish, due to privacy
concerns and the lack of information on relevant factors,
regression-like approaches are not feasible. Furthermore,
there is also an autocorrelation among daily observations.
As a result, observation series usually exhibits large daily
fluctuations, and it is rather challenging to have accurate
expectations of normal behaviors.

We propose two alternative measures for bio-
surveillance time series data streams, a simple magnitude
measure dj and a compound frequency measure νj .
Both use Moving Average operation to smooth out
daily fluctuations, and implement Harmonic Regression
to establish a pseudo-baseline. The simple magnitude
measure dj only consider magnitude issues, but the com-
pound frequency measure νj combines both magnitude
and frequency concerns.

From the perspective of time lag, simple magnitude
measure dj suffers a time lag as half size of observation
window length p̂, whereas compound frequency measure
νj would suffer from both observation window length
p̂ and frequency time window q̂, i.e., p̂ + q̂. However,
such a lag can be easily attenuated by using tracing
time windows, which will not result in any lag. Given
that the outbreak days are adjacent one to another in
our experiments, the results using tracing time window
would be fairly similar to those using conventional time
windows.

Our experiments indicate that most bio-surveillance
are not performing quite well. The best measures among
them may be Moving Average and CuSum, but both
exhibit large standard deviation in false negative rate.
Notice that C1, C2 and C3 are however currently used
by EARS biosurveillance system [5], [35], and this raises
questions on adequateness of these data transformation
schemes.

Both proposed simple magnitude measure dj and
compound frequency measure νj have better perfor-
mances than tested traditional bio-surveillance measures.
The compound frequency measure νj has a better per-
formance over the simple magnitude measure dj . We
notice that the standard deviations of performances
achieved by both measures are considerably lower than
those achieved by traditional bio-surveillance measures.
This may bring more robustness and stability in bio-
surveillance system.

Further future work is thus required to lower both false
negative and false positive rates and reduce warning time
lag in biosurveillance.
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